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AGENDA
The Observatory Improvement District NPC’s Annual General Meeting 2018

1. Registration

7. Approval of use of surplus funds
2018-19

2. Welcome & Apologies

8. Approval of implementation plans
2019-20

2.1. Membership

9. Approval of budget 2019-20

2.1.1. resignations

9.1. Approval of use of surplus funds
2019-20

2.1.2. new members

10. Appointment of auditors

2.2. Quorum to constitute a meeting

11. C
 onfirmation of Company secretary

3. Approval of previous Annual General
Meeting (AGM) minutes

12. Election of Board Members

4. Chairman’s Report

13. General / Q & A

5. Feedback on operations 2017-18

14. Adjournment

6. Noting of Audited Financial Statements
2017-18
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OBSID Chairperson’s
Report 2018
16 November 2018
This constitutes the Observatory Improvement District’s Board Chairperson’s report for the
financial year from 1 July 2017 until 30 June 2018. However this reports is being delivered
to the Annual General Meeting of members on 24 November 2018 and thus reflects on
more recent events as well.
This report is intended to provide a strategic and governance overview of the health of the
OBSID as seen from it’s Board of Directors and it’s Chairperson in particular. It is intended
to complement the management overview and report provided by the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO).
A strong mandate for a new board
While the initially planned AGM of 18
November got off to a rocky start, due largely
to an irregular approach to the handling
of proxies, the deferred election held on 4
December 2017 provided a strong mandate
for a new board. While the Memorandum
of Incorporation requires that a third of
directors resign at each AGM, all directors
resigned, to ensure a fresh new mandate.
This electoral process was strengthened
by the fact that there were 12 candidates
for 9 board positions, motivating for their
candidature and thus ensuring competition
and an informed election.
This process provided a strong mandate
for the reform work that the board had to
undertake.
Resignation
The then Chief Operating Officer of the
OBSID, Hudson McComb handed in his
resignation in on 8 January, providing 2
months notice. In order to recruit well and
successfully handover to a new appointee
4

the board negotiated that Hudson depart at
the start of April.
Recruitment of New CEO	
The role of COO was recast as a chief
executive officer. The board felt that much
needed to be improved in how our CEO was
to be both recruited and then contracted
to the Board. Our recruitment committee
chose to utilize a recruitment agency for
support, clearly defined a job description,
performance expectations, advertised as
well as head hunted candidates working for
other SRAs. We received more than 20 viable
applications, shortlisted 3 for interviews.
The recruitment committee unanimously
proposed that Amanda Kirk be appointed
as OBSID CEO, which was supported by the
Board.
Amanda started on 2 April 2018, and this
date has marked a significant change in the
way the OBSID has been managed and the
Board has been able to fulfil its governance
and oversight role.

Code of Conduct and Policies

Performance

The Board of Directors fully debated and
adopted a code of conduct aligned to both
King IV Code and the Independent Code
for Not-for-Profit organisations. It must be
noted that any future directors, particularly
those standing for election at this AGM, will
need to be bound by this code.

The CEO has also been able to assist with
improving OBSID performance, most notably
on the public safety service provider contract,
through improved contract management,
oversight and regular feedback. While there
are other areas of OBSID service delivery
that need improvement, this is in progress
and we are likely to see improvements in the
year to come.

Directors have been asked to declare their
commercial interests and at the start of each
board meeting register any interests that
conflict the agenda items for that meeting.
The Board has been steadily developing and
adopting the core policies and systems for
the OBSID to function, such as a procurement
policy.
Planning and Budgeting
Flowing from a strategic planning workshop
convened by the Board in January 2018, the
new CEO after her arrival concluded a review
and refinement of our implementation
plans and budget so that we were able to
approve a new implementation plan and
budget that was later shared at special
members meeting in June 2018. The new
implementation plans are better able to
articulate the line of sight between what the
OBSID will do or deliver, with what its seeks
to change in the Observatory community
and how we will assess whether these are
achieved. Our new budget seeks to ensure
that we start to provide some funding for
neglected functions of the OBSID, particularly
in recognizing the role that art, heritage and
culture have in place-making.

We are in good standing with our accounting
and reporting to the City of Cape Town on
our finances and performance.
Our financial performance however is
healthy, with significant savings being
realized on our operating expenditure and
from our capital funds that are unspent.
Having surplus funds is not ideal as we
should be redirecting savings to improve
service levels and fund new projects. The
latter is dealt with below.
These surplus funds are responsibly and
productively saved until we are ready to
spend them.
Projects
A set of projects was adopted at the
18 November AGM tabled by the COO.
While these projects were approved for
implementation very limited progress was
made on these prior to his departure in April.
Under the new CEO, we have had significant
movement on the LPR camera project to
the point that a successful service provider
has been appointed out of a competitive
process. Implementation of the LPR camera
is currently underway.
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We have also had implementation of the
additional security kiosk and bunkbeds for
security. However the projects related to new
urban infrastructure in public places, such as
storage for street traders, park benches have
been more complex. This is largely because
these projects, before being budgeted for,
did not have clear concepts and locations
with community consensus, and at times
were duplicative of other projects that the
Ward Councillor had secured from the city’s
budget, such as the outdoor gym equipment.

and wi-fi connectivity to public art. It will
allow us to build a pipeline of prioritized and
ready projects that we can fund in any given
year.

This revealed poor co-ordination in our
planning and poor project preparation,
consultation and costing before we budget
for a project. We now want to ensure that
that projects meet a set of readiness criteria
before they appear on our budget. We thus
need to manage a pipeline of viable and
credible projects that we can finance and
deliver.

The OBSID is in a healthy financial position,
and with its governance, planning and
management systems having significantly
improved this year, it is well poised to
improve service levels in the next year
and realise well-planned for and wellsupported place-making projects that
make Observatory a desirable and
transformative place to live, work and play.

As a result we have unspent capital funds.
This is not ideal as we should be spending
the resources we have to add value to our
community, now. However it would be
wasteful and irresponsible if we just spent
for spending sake on projects that have little
support or are poorly conceived.

I would like to thank the Board for making
my job easier by working effectively in
an efficient and united way in guiding
and overseeing OBSID’s work. I would
like to thank Amanda Kirk, the new CEO,
for bringing new energy to the role and
improving the way OBSID works internally,
with a governance board, with City of Cape
Town officials and with other stakeholders.
Many thanks to OBSID managers, staff
and service providers for the important
contributions they make every day.

Public Spaces Plan
The OBSID board, recognizing the historical
shortcomings of OBSID project preparation,
decided to start our project planning from
first-principles to ensure that we build
community consensus on how we would
like to use our public spaces and what
projects would help us realise that use, while
coordinating and aligning the contributions
of other actors in those spaces, such as the
city administration. This is likely to cover a
spectrum of projects from street furniture

6

The first version of the public spaces plan
is under development through a public
consultative process, including an online
survey. More details will be provided in the
presentations that follow.
Conclusion

Annual review 2017/2018
Management and operations
A strictly controlled cost containment approach throughout the year resulted in an accumulated
surplus of just over R600 000-00 being recorded for the operating year.
In addition to this, OBSID has savings invested in fixed deposits. This provides us with the 2
months operating expenses cover that we are required to hold by the City of Cape Town. It is
also a buffer against escalating levels of bad debt for the remaining period of the 5 year plan.
Corporate governance
Various issues had to be addressed as
regards corporate governance.
Statutory submission requirements in
terms of SARS, CIPC and the management
of property leases will need close attention
in the forthcoming year. Accurate recordkeeping
and
effective
system-wide
administration will ensure that potential
risks to the OBSID are mitigated.

response to various inbox messages and
posts that isn’t always achieved.
The
OBSID website is dated and now requires
a complete update to make it more
accessible and user-friendly.
OBSID opened a “ticket” system on the
website to allow people to report issues.
This required effective monitoring and
management, with the appropriate action
being taken timeously to ensure success.
The system now needs to be reassessed in
terms of its effectiveness.

HR systems
The
regularisation
and
consistent
implementation of sound labour practices
in the organisation remains a priority going
forward.
Finance systems
The overall finance reporting and
management systems remained stable
with our outsourced Bookkeeping service
providing ongoing professional support
and guidance.
Communications
OBSID’s online presence is maintained
through a Facebook page and the OBSID
website. The Facebook page in its current
format requires a timeous and dedicated

OBSID enjoyed an excellent run of success
with the bi-monthly publication of Obslife –
using this as both a community newspaper
and as a communications tool for OBSID.
Since March 2018 however, OBSID’s input
has been limited to the submission of paid
advertorial content, with no editorial input
or oversight.
Business development
This portfolio showed limited activity and
was replaced in the most part by the OCA
Business Forum. Given the number of
commercial property owners and business
owners in the OBSID boundaries, OBSID
needs to fulfil its mandate and leadership
role in terms of business development and
support initiatives more competently.
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Arts, sports, heritage and culture
Limited focus was placed on this portfolio (and
the committee was largely inactive as well) in
2017/2018, resulting in an underspend on the
events budget.

OBSID made a R5 000-00 donation to the
Streetopia event in 2017, and provided
publicity for local artists, events and activations
through content publication in Obslife.

Cleaning and urban management
OBSID maintained its cleaning programme
with a staff member assigned to a specific
sector of Observatory, supplemented by job
shadowers when possible (this programme
will be described in more detail under social
development). The cleaning team works a
5 day week, with a reduced cleaning service
operating in high use areas over weekends
and public holidays.

clean up the same litter twice!

The cleaning team is responsible for litter
removal, bin emptying and general weeding
(by hand, as pesticides are not used in public
spaces).

We continued to employ Ebrahim Miuenuddin
on an OBSID contract until mid-July 2018,
whereafter we were advised that the City
would resume maintenance and cleaning
services in the parks.

Their work is complicated by opportunistic
dumping, residents using the council bins
for household rubbish and the homeless
community – who leave litter and human
waste in their wake.
Bin scratching is lucrative for some of the
homeless residents (Observatory residents
don’t all subscribe to recycling) – and this adds
more litter to the streets.
The City of Cape Town collects bags of rubbish
on weekdays from the Observatory Swimming
Pool carpark. This has worked relatively well,
however ongoing complaints from residents
in the area regarding split bags and loose
rubbish will necessitate a review of this system
in the new financial year. In effect, we often
8

We continue to work on graffiti removal when
it is reported to us.
In May 2018, the OBSID stepped in to maintain
the parks of Observatory as the City’s contract
of employment with their long standing
Maintenance Worker came to an end.

This has yet to be resolved, so OBSID’s cleaning
team is offering top up support to the City
for the near future to ensure that the parks
remain clean and safe.
Due to resource constraints, we are currently
only able to care take the 3 access controlled
parks in Observatory (Arnold Street, Station
Road and Barrington Street). Our thanks go
out to Ibrahim Chiwaya, who has picked up
these tasks.
The whole cleaning team have continued
to deliver a solid service to the Observatory
community and need to be commended for
their efforts in this (often) unappreciated
programme.

Social issues
The programme continued to offer
information, referral, support and case
management to a large number of people –
assisting them to access shelter beds, drug
and alcohol rehabilitation programmes, in
making application for SASSA grants and other
documentation.
We continue to refer individuals in need to
medical facilities and counselling services at
day hospitals and partner organisations.
The table below reflects a summary of
interactions during the review period:
J u ly 201 7 - Ju ne 2018
Number of contacts

Tota l
1123

Number of people placed at
shelters

94

Number of rehab referrals and
attendance at programmes –
CTDCC

48

Number of conjoint sessions
attended with clients at CTDCC

18

Number of referrals for
counseling – Trauma Centre

58

Number of referrals to SASSA

26

Number of referrals to Home
Affairs

24

Number of referrals for medical
assistance

120

Number of people reunited with
families

8

Number of family home visits

48

Number of people assisted with
Haven passports

27

New arrivals profiled

141

Our social development manager keeps in
touch with the long-term homeless community
of Observatory (estimated to be in the region
of 50 people) and continues to offer them
services and referrals – with limited success.
It’s not likely that uptake of services will

improve for as long as Observatory remains an
easy place to obtain hot meals, beg for money
and goods and do odd jobs for cash – this
requires a communication campaign targeted
at residents, business owners and visitors
to Observatory, backed up by a responsible
giving campaign that was still in development
at the end of the year in review.
OBSID continues to partner with various
organisations who also offer services to the
homeless in the area – including Loaves and
Fishes Centre of Renewal, Breaking Bread and
Working Wednesdays (the Pasta Factory).
Work was done on the development of an
integrated service offering to the homeless,
however the only project launched during
the year was the OBSID “job shadowing
programme” – giving individuals the chance
to earn a stipend whilst cleaning the streets
and public spaces in Observatory.
This
programme forms part of a development plan
for the individual and is only offered to those
who have expressed a commitment to stop
using alcohol and / or drugs, to get off the
streets and to take actions to regain control of
their lives.
OBSID needs to quickly strengthen its network
as regards service providers and training
providers so as to enhance the development
aspect of the programme and weave in life
skills, job readiness skills, technical training
and exit strategies into each engagement.
At the time of writing, the City’s Law Enforcement
and Displaced Person’s Units unexpectedly
ceased regular operations (offering services,
completing crime prevention activities and
removing illegally erected structures in the public
spaces) in the Observatory area due to funding
and resource constraints.
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This removal of interventions has contributed
to an increase in the number of new arrivals,
and “braver” individuals, who are erecting
structures in the area in full knowledge that
our public safety team cannot intervene except
to ask for their cooperation with bylaws, use of
public spaces and etc..

The increasing number of homeless on the
streets in Observatory is placing strain on
business owners, the OBSID’s resources as
well as community members and we continue
to reach out to the relevant authorities to
request assistance in this regard.

Public safety
The public safety portfolio continued to remain a high area of focus for the OBSID, as evidenced
by the permanent appointment of 2 public safety managers to supplement the work of the
outsourced public safety service provider and support the deployed teams.
Public safety efforts continued to contribute towards an overall decline in crime related incidents
year on year (with notable exceptions around April annually). This success is due in part to the
contributions of residents who regularly report issues, observations and incidents to OBSID’s
public safety team and assisting in the prevention of crime as well as the apprehension of those
allegedly involved.
Our public safety team continues to initiate and assist with arrests, as illustrated in the
graphs below:

Arrests:

Arrests:

June – December 2017

January – June 2018

(Note: TOOM – theft out of motor vehicle, TOM – theft of motor vehicle)
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Team development
Collaboration between the OBSID Public
Safety Managers and our outsourced
public safety service provider’s contract
management team continued to show
success – illustrated by solid staff retention
and ongoing improvements in skill and
confidence levels.
Unfortunately, towards the end of the review
period, our outsourced service provider was
obliged to terminate the employment of a
considerable number of deployed personnel
due to PSIRA regulatory issues and this
period of uncertainty certainly contributed
to an increase in the crime spikes noted in
the last quarter of the period of review – as
staff were understandably unsure of their
futures, there were incidents of higher
than normal absenteeism and a drop off in
commitment to their work outputs.
This transition (and the staff turnover that
followed as new deployed staff got to grips
with CID public safety and found it was not to
their liking) coupled with other operational
concerns led to the decision being taken to
place the provider under a period of strict
performance improvement at the end
of their initial contact period prior to the
extension of further long term contracts.
As an SLA was still in development at this
point, focus was placed on the completion
of same - documenting the expected service
standards and ensuring that the deployed
personnel were made aware of and adhered
to same.
Weekly and monthly review
meetings commenced with the provider
to ensure that operational challenges and
successes were shared and corrective action
taken as necessary.
This period of review extends beyond
this report, and we remain hopeful that

the service continues to have impact and
delivers operational improvements.
LPR trial
License plate recognition technology
continued to add value throughout the
period with multiple arrests being made as
well as crimes being prevented as a result of
real time reporting of incidents and tracking
of suspect vehicles by the Public Safety
Managers and some ONW members with an
interest in the technology.
The decision was taken to continue with the
installation of LPR technology in the OBSID
area, with project roll out planned for the
first half of the new financial year.
Partnerships
Our partnerships and collaborations with
private security firms such as Premier
Armed Response, ADT, National (Formerly
called Chubb), and other bodies such as the
Observatory and Salt River Neighbourhood
Watches continue to deliver dividends in
terms of supporting our efforts in public
safety. These relationships are critical to the
crime fighting efforts in Observatory.
SAPS	
OBSID continued to enjoy functioning
relationships
with
Woodstock
SAPS
through our interactions with the station,
our attendance at weekly joints meetings
and our participation in numerous joint
operations in conjunction with the Crime
Prevention Unit (CPU).
Law enforcement
OBSID continued to fund the full time
deployment of two Law Enforcement
Officers during this review period and were
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fortunate to retain Officers with experience
in the area.
Their interactions with the homeless
community in Observatory were extremely
impactful as was their participation in
DSD / DPU led operations focussed on the

The table below is a summary of their main
focus areas during the review period:

L aw enfo rcem ent
a c tio ns w ithin
rev iew perio d

D e s cri pt i on

Vehicle stop and searches

Stopping and searching of suspicious
vehicles and vehicles searched during SAPS
VCP operations

409

Responding to antisocial
behaviour complaints

e.g. physical fights, verbal altercations,
rights of admission breaches and etc.

572

Person stop and searches

e.g. suspects matching descriptions of
persons involved in crimes, persons
behaving suspiciously

390

Accident scenes / traffic
calming

Attendance to accident scenes or traffic
calming requirements in Lower Main road
and on other corners or intersections
or where delivery or other vehicles are
temporary obstructions to traffic

256

Premises searches

As parts of SAPS led operations when drug
busts were undertaken

23

Confiscations of illegal
goods

When illegal or unpermitted goods were
traded in the suburb or in instances where
traders did not have the requisite permits

15

The Law Enforcement Officers also focussed
on illegal parking and occupation of parking
spaces by metered cabs for extended
periods of times and pressuring the drug
trade wherever it shifted in the suburb.
OBSID said goodbye to Officers Stevens and
Daniels at the end of June 2018 and have
12

homeless – addressing bylaw violations
and ensuring that individuals were offered
access to services should this be requested.

N o. o f
a c ti o ns

welcomed Officers Pityana and Adams to the
team.
Traffic services:
Regular operations led by the Traffic
department focussed on moving violations,
taxis off their routes and related offences.

Special projects (retention fund spend)
With the exception of projects related to internal strengthening and the ordering of the new
security kiosk and bunk beds, progress was slowed by the exit of the previous COO.
In June 2018, the OBSID Board made the decision to place the public spaces and vendor support
projects on hold and rollover the funds to the new financial year whilst a public spaces plan
was developed – with inputs from members, the wider community (including commuters and
employees of businesses in the area), partner organisations and other bodies (City of Cape Town
departments, Ward Councillor and etc.). It is anticipated that projects included in phase 1 of the
plan will commence before the end of 2018.
As the LPR project is the largest capital outlay that OBSID has made for some time, extensive
preparations have been made to source the correct solution, set up the correct operating
protocols (as regards monitoring) and develop relationships with installers and service providers.
It is anticipated that installations will commence in November 2018.

Public spaces

Public safety

Budget was assigned for various public
space installations – including an outdoor
gym and a contribution to benches.

Budget was assigned for a new security
kiosk, bunk beds for the guardroom and the
installation of LPR cameras throughout the
OBSID area.eras throughout the OBSID area.

Vendor support
Communications
Budget was assigned to upgrade the vendor
kiosks and provide storage.

An allocation was made for a member
satisfaction survey to be carried out in the
second half of the review period.

Internal strengthening
Budget was assigned for once off salary
adjustments, the new COO contract and a
replacement office printer / data projector.

Arts, sports, heritage and culture
An allocation was made for a subway related
project, to be driven by the ASHCOM chair.
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Acknowledgement
and thanks
We wish to recognise the impact that Hudson McComb continued to have on the OBSID up
until his departure in April 2018. He was able to stabilise the OBSID’s financial health at levels
exceeding the City of Cape Town’s requirements and allowed the staff the space to experiment
and grow inside of their roles. His approach to the role and commitment to the Observatory
community has certainly set the OBSID on a path to sustainability, growth and stability.
Equally, Claudine Majiet’s contribution to OBSID over the past 5 ½ years must be acknowledged.
As Office Administrator and later Office Manager, she was viewed by many as “Mama OBSID“
and provided much needed continuity through a series of management and staff changes.
We wish both of them success in the new ventures and adventures!
The OBSID cannot function without the ongoing support of many other entities and structures.
To this end, we wish to express our sincere thanks to the following:
• Eddie Scott, Joepie Joubert, Runan Rossouw,

Moenieba Sinclair, Acting Regional Inspector

Bonita Ascot and Nomnikelo Halana at the City CID

Pierre le Roux, Officer Stevens and Officer Daniels
from Law Enforcement;

Unit;
• Pauline McConney, Mark Basson and their

Prevention Unit, Sergeant Malila – Public Liaison,

respective teams at Parks and Recreation:

Colonel Wewers – Visible Policing Commander and

• Priscilla Booysen and her team at Solid Waste;

Colonel Ntsezo and team at the Woodstock SAPS;

• George Kiewiets and his team inside of PRASA;

• Principal Inspector Godfrey Africa, Senior Traffic

• Councillor Paddy Chapple;
• Inspector

Ian

• Constables Roode and Fortuin – SAPS Crime

McIntosh,

Senior

Inspector

Officers Meyer and Makutu from Traffic Services.

In addition, we would like to express our thanks and gratitude to the following:
• Susan Smith, Shaun Davison and the other
volunteers of the LPR user group;

Frank Schuitemaker;

• Loaves and Fishes Centre for Renewal, U-Turn
Homeless

Ministries,

Braking

Observatory Neighbourhood Watch – specifically

Bread,

Working

Wednesdays and the Pasta Factory and the countless
individuals who help the homeless in Observatory

• Haumann Rodgers Auditors;
• Charlene Binedell – Accounting services;
• The OBSID Public Safety Committee members (past
and present);

by donating food, time and money to different

• The OBSID Board of Directors;

organisations;

• Our service providers – Outershield Security Solutions,

• The

Observatory

Civic

Association

and

the

Gravit8 IT, Uniforms Unlimited and others.

A special word of thanks to the OBSID staff – Ibrahim, Nicholas, Master, Hugh, Bonisile
(Oscar), Jacques, Mickael, Raymond, Kenneth, Jason and Wayne. You have consistently
delivered services and support to the Observatory community throughout the year and your
commitment and efforts are much appreciated.
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Financial
Statements
for the year
ended 30 June 2018
(Registration number 2008/020680/08)
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25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

Accumulated
surplus
2017/2018

(Registration number 2008/020680/08)
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340 000

-

Assets
Computer Equipment
LPR cameras
Public spaces - Shipping container
Informal Trader / vendor storage

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

-

340 000
340 000

100,0%

0,0%

0,0%

100,0%

Approved in 5 Year
Budget
R

386 820

20 000

205 820
15 500
170 320

100,0%

432 000

-

100,0%

230 000

230 000

1 158 820

205 820
15 500
170 320
20 000

117 000
50 000
30 000

117 000

0,0%

25 000

25 000

53,2%

30 000
30 000
30 000

30 000

30 000

7 000

50 000

45 000

613 000

340 000
340 000

7 000

100,0%

0,0%

45 000

432 000

-

100,0%

17,8%

52,9%

29,3%

Total Surplus Utilisation in
2018/19
R

49 000

46,8%

0,0%

Proposed Additional
Surplus Utilisation
R

49 000

181 000

-

Role Over Projects from
2017/18
R

UTILISATION OF ACCUMULATED SURPLUS

2018/19

OBSERVATORY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (OBSID)

Projects
Public spaces - Informal Trader Vendor stalls
Public spaces - Subway project
Public spaces - Park bench
contribution
Public spaces - Outdoor jungle gym
Public spaces - consulting
Public spaces - murals (Streetopia /
other)
Public spaces - greening project pilot
Obs satisfaction survey
Office refurbishment (move)
Social development drop in centre
and workstages programme pilot
project

Core Business
Public Safety

EXPENDITURE

36

IMPLEMENTATION
PLANS
2019 / 2020

(Registration number 2008/020680/08)

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

PROPOSED
BUDGET
2019 / 2020

(Registration number 2008/020680/08)
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OBSERVATORY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT (OBSID)
2019/20
PROPOSED BUDGET
Business Plan
INCOME
Revenue - Add. Rates
Accumulated Surplus
Other: specify

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Employee Related
Salaries and Wages
PAYE, UIF & SDL
Allowances: Locomotion
COIDA
Bonus provision

Core Business

Proposed Budget

R

R

-6 353 775
-280 000
-6 633 775

95,8%
4,2%
0,0%
100,0%

R

R

-6 353 775
-280 000
-6 633 775

95,8%
4,2%
0,0%
100,0%

-

0,0%
0,0%

31,4%

247 818
250 969
-38 641

3,7%

R

1 834 682
1 744 031
56 641

27,7%

34 010

Variance

0,0%

R

2 082 500
1 995 000
18 000
3 500
38 000
28 000

3 500
38 000
-6 010

3 811 982
97 317
48 946
353 731
3 020 697
88 614
202 677

57,5%

3 671 078
90 000
34 000
392 337
2 759 741
110 000
285 000

55,3%

-140 904
-7 317
-14 946
38 606
-260 956
21 386
82 323

-2,1%

24 000
35 958

0,4%
0,5%

27 300
30 000

0,4%
0,5%

3 300
-5 958

0,0%
-0,1%

736 540
39 201
17 641
20 826
16 029
25 285
8 401
28 666
131 313
23 643
252 773
4 410
23 755
14 088
6 125
25 095
55 089
44 200

11,1%

584 284
26 347
23 000
16 807
19 500
24 000
55 000
23 930
260 000
25 000
25 000
12 700
8 000
10 000
30 000
25 000

8,8%

-152 256
-12 854
-17 641
2 174
778
-5 785
-8 401
-4 666
-76 313
287
7 227
20 590
1 245
-1 388
1 875
-15 095
-25 089
-19 200

-2,3%

0,0%

48 000
8 000
10 000
30 000

0,7%

2,9%

190 613

2,9%

48 000
8 000
10 000
30 000
-

0,7%

Bad Debt Provision 3%

190 613

0,0%

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

6 633 775

100,0%

6 633 775

100,0%

-

0,0%

(SURPLUS) / SHORTFALL

-

Cleansing services
Environmental upgrading
Law Enforcement Officers
Public Safety
Public Safety - CCTV monitoring
Social upliftment

Depreciation
Repairs & Maintenance
General Expenditure
Accounting fees
Admin and management fees
Auditor's remuneration
Bank charges
Computer expenses
Contingency / Sundry
Insurance
Marketing and promotions
Motor vehicle expenses
Office rental
Printing / stationery / photographic
Rates and Service Accounts ex CCT
Protective clothing
Secretarial duties
Staff welfare (tea, coffee, etc.)
Telecommunication
Training

Capital Expenditure (PPE)
Office Furniture
Computer Equipment
SecuritySpecify
Equipment
Other:

50

-

-

51

CLEANER

SAFER

SMARTER

